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HARD ROCK 12 MP3 Songs ROCK: Hard Rock, ROCK: Modern Rock Details: It has been said that good

chemistry is the key to success in any working relationship. One has to wonder what would happen if you

combined the talents of two brothers with a third, like-minded soul whose family bond has been forged by

a shared vision. The answer is simple. A new formula is created. A formula for rock + roll... ZO2! After

many changes, brothers Paulie Z and David Z finally found the correct blend of sound and talent. These

two brothers from Brooklyn connected with Joey Cassata to form the hard hitting, forceful, vigorous and

ever so tasty sound of Z02. Though a young band, they aren't new comers to the concert and recording

scene having worked with the Trans-Siberian Orchestra, Joan Jett and the Blackhearts, Blue Man Group

as well as members from Megadeth and Testament. Z02 is a power trio in which all three members shine

as instrumentalists as well as vocalists. Each member is a capable lead vocalist who takes turns with the

melody and layers harmonies with a unique and special resonance that only a family can provide. This

fraternal feeling is strong and inclusive and when you see them live you at once feel at home with this

remarkable band. Z02 combines showmanship and talent with an electrifying stage show that is full of the

funk and swagger of the 70's with the sensibilities of modern rock. Z02 has just released their debut

album: Tuesdays  Thursdays and are prepared to explode onto any stage and share their unique formula

with any and all audiences. When all their talents and experiences are combined, the result is pure magic.
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